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3. Gus had caught the ripple of
    movement and now stared at the wall
    ____________. 

Curiously

1. The Wingers escaped!

2. Loathsbin  got the Miist. 

CHAPTER THIRTY- ONE



1. As the Bond approached the roadside
    _________, an aroma of smoked jerky
    made their mouths water. 

2. She drew in closer, her eyes fastened on
     the ___________ prize.

3. A hand stopped her and ___________
    the coin from her greedy fingers. 

Plucked
Mythical
Peddlars

Krism

found?

CHAPTER THIRTY- TWO



4. The Hovermutts were in SmitherWeed's
    stable.

boys'

3 What did SmitherWeed tell them
   about their Miist?

CHAPTER THIRTY- THREE



1.The Valadors went into the forest for a
   midnight party. 

2. Betty followed Dwyn on a bike.

3. Lian wanted to look for Dwyn 

CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR



1. What did they find out about the
    Miist after talking to the other Bond
    in Fellows?

2. What are some features of the town
    of Fellows?

1. Fellows was a big, bustling city. 

3. Popky's walls were bare. 

CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE



CHAPTER THIRTY- SIX



Groggy

1. Root was too ____________ to focus on
    small print. 

.

CHAPTER THIRTY- SEVEN



3. Lian tried to mask the ____________ in
    his voice. 

CHAPTER THIRTY -EIGHT



1. Root tried her best to be patient, but her
    whole body was ___________  for action.

Screaming

released a high-pitched laugh.  

CHAPTER THIRTY- NINE



4. Popky and Kreek reunited. 

1. Light ____________  in from a large
    window and the delicate scent of lilies
    draped in the air. 

2. Popky retrieved a small jar and tipped
    from it a _______  of something grey
   and cloudy. It spilled over her hand like
    thick, sticky fog.

3. Root froze. His words had not come
    from his mouth. He had not __________
    spoken to her. 

Clump
Streamed
Audibly

CHAPTER FOURTY



2. Hyvis barged into the hallway, took one
    look at the _________ toad and scowled
    before storming down the hall.

3. She marched all the way to the west
    wing and was about to rap on Mordge’s
    __________  when the blobbed body of
    Gruel galumphed out of his inset toad 
door. 

Knocker
Enormous
Flaunt

1. What did Milden tell the Valadors
    about Kor?

3.  Gruel snapped Root into his mouth
     again.

CHAPTER FOURTY- ONE



3. When the Eggory settled, Kor and
    everyone else saw that inside its bounds
    there stood a ________, squealing piglet. 

What was Root's 'Just Reward'? 
Hilly's? Kor's?

CHAPTER FOURTY- TWO



2.  His skin or feet or whatever, now
     held them, drifting in a gentle
     breeze, with all of ______________ 
     sprawling below.

Mammoth Rock

CHAPTER FOURTY- THREE



seized her. 

2. Her head tilted as she spied, for the first
    time, a name lovingly __________  along
    the base.

Engraved

4.  The Guardian tracked Root the same
     way he had tracked Brecken.

CHAPTER FOURTY-FOUR


